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Yorkland Controls is teaming up with Toggled to deliver truly intelligent Bluetooth LE enabled lighting control
solutions for the Canadian market.
Yorkland Controls Ltd, is delighted to announce its partnership with Toggled, a wholly owned subsidiary of Altair (Nasdaq: ALTR)
focused on direct-wire LED lighting technology. Toggled’s IoT enabled lighting control technology, Toggled iQ, will greatly complement
Yorkland’s current breadth of controls solutions and its 45 years of controls expertise to fill an important market need for zoned lighting
control that is customizable, scalable, and secure to suit Yorkland’s broad market base.
Together, Yorkland and Toggled will offer immediate access to a lighting controls solution that leverages the power of IoT through
Bluetooth LE mesh technology. Designed for solution providers, system integrators and contractors, Toggled iQ has been specifically
developed to simplify and accelerate the installation and commissioning process as well as enable end-users to easily customize and
control their lights whether it be a single fixture, room, building or portfolio. Toggled IQ can also integrate into existing BAS systems,
allowing for additional flexibility when considering system architecture.
Toggled provides the most intuitive smart lighting solutions available on the market today and delivers the ability for building owners
and operators to upgrade at their preferred pace. Every Toggled smart lighting product is delivered smart from the start and capable of
future system upgrades, as needs expand even beyond lighting. When customers are ready, Toggled delivers immediate access to a
highly expansive technology portfolio which includes multiple levels of wireless lighting controls solution features and intuitive analytics.
“Partnering with Yorkland Controls enables Toggled the ability to further promote the tremendous amount of energy savings
opportunities that exist in the commercial market today” said Bryan Anderson, Toggled Sales Director. “Recent smart lighting
advancements have made system integrations much more practical and financially feasible than ever before.”
“Toggled solutions will allow Yorkland Controls and our channel partners to deliver cost effective smart lighting control solutions, said
Gerry Cellucci, Vice President of System ,Solutions. Energy savings are important and with the ability to expand to existing or new
building networks, owners and, potentially occupants, gain additional visibility and insight into their systems”.
For more information, visit https://www.yorkland.net/products/lighting-products

About Toggled
Toggled is a registered trademark brand of Ilumisys, Inc. (dba Toggled), a wholly owned subsidiary of Altair (Nasdaq: ALTR). Toggled
iQ is a smart building data and device management system that leverages the Internet of Things, enabling customers to create unique
and scalable solutions across many use cases including, lighting control, HVAC, remote sensors, and smart building control. Toggled’s
purpose is to improve the way the world works and people live. Developing attainable and user-friendly smart building advancements
drives the team to develop and bring to market next-generation smart building technology. To learn more, visit https://toggled.com.

About Yorkland Controls Ltd
Yorkland Controls offers connected digital solutions using a combination of proven building automation, analytics, energy, controls, and
operational technology (OT) software and hardware. Solutions are offered to building owners and operators primarily through qualified
system integrators and service providers. https://www.yorkland.net
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